**Director’s Message**

I hope that you had a safe and fun Halloween, and also wish you a great Thanksgiving Day. We are near the end of the semester and hopefully will see an increase in our usage and visitors as students prepare for midterms and final exams. We will also soon be completing the schedule for our Mathapalooza. Please let myself or a lead tutor know if you would like to host a study group for MTH 1280, MTH 2300, MTH 2310, MS 2040/50, STT 1600 or other course during Mathapalooza. Make sure to continue to spread the message of the great things we do here at the Math Learning Center!

We also will had our 50/50 raffle until November 15, and raised $300, and Alexa Sutton was the winner of the Amazon gift card! Congrats! Proceeds from the raffle will go to the Math Learning Center Program Fund. We have

---

**Tutors of the Month**

October’s tutors of the month are Alexa Sutton, Baylee Mayhugh, and Sarah Hart! Thank you each for your hard work! Congratulations!

**Quote of the Month**

“Do what you do so well that they will want to see it again and again and bring their friend.” — Walt Disney

---

**MLC MONTHLY**
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reached 10% of our goal.

November 16 we will start our “Ugly Christmas Sweaters Days”. Make sure to have your picture taken by Alexa or a Lead Tutor, so that we can judge who has the ugliest sweater!
- Emanuel Clayton, Director, MLC

Just Some Reminders:

• If you need a new tutor badge, then please see me or ask the front desk.
• Tutoring comes first!
• Remember to keep noise levels down.
• Make sure to keep aisles clear and to clean tables at the end of the day.
• Be aware of students...Keep your heads up and do not turn your backs to them.
• Keep electronics usage to a minimum.
• Ask students if they have signed-in.
• Eat meals in the hall.
• Don't forget to remind students that we are open from 200pm to 500pm in the Dunbar Library on Sundays.
• If you can't find a tutor, then take a look at the schedule on the file cabinet.

Problem of the Month - Risbi was last month’s winner!

The Algenauts baseball team just finished a great year. During the season, they won three out of every four of their home games and two out of every three of their away games. All together they won 40 more games than they lost. If they played as many home games as away games, what was their final record of wins and losses?

Tutor Spotlight — Shannon O'Sullivan

I have been a tutor at the MLC for about 4 years now (crazy, I know)! I was originally a psychology major and switched to nursing, which I absolutely love! I enjoy tutoring because it is so fulfilling to help others understand something that they’re struggling with, and to help them realize that it might not be as bad as they think it is! Over the years, I have learned a lot about tutoring - but I would say that the biggest take away is that each student is different, and figuring out how they learn best is they key to helping them understand a concept! I find that using visual aids really helps a lot of students. My advice for new tutors would be to use this tactic when tutoring a new student. Fun fact about me - I am a crazy cat person. I have three super fluffy kitties which I am absolutely in love with!